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CD "FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN: CONCERTOS" with Silvia Chiesa, Maurizio Baglini, 
Guido Rimonda, Camerata Ducale / F. J. Haydn (Decca) 

“Proposal born under the sign of vitality and guaranteed freshness […] with a 
nature fixed by the three soloists, […] the more airy inclination of Silvia Chiesa”. 
Gian Paolo Minardi, Classic Voice, October 2017
 
“Wonderful recording, made with remarkable accuracy. […] (Chiesa) 
interpretation of sure value precisely because it is free and particular 
expressive”. Carlo Bellora, Musica, September 2017

“The rapport here between cellist and orchestra is another perfect musical 
matching.” Jack Buckley, Musicweb-international.com, Luglio 2017

“A humbling and palpitating humanity flows from the Giovanni Grancino of 
Silvia Chiesa. [...] shows a feminine softness, her cello is dynamic, sharp but, if 
wanted, it can also become scratchy. With the confidence given by her 
infallible musical instinct, she always knows how to find the right way to best 
tell what is stirred in the notes " Alfredo Di Pietro, Non Solo Audiofili, 
21 June 2017 
 
“Expertise of the soloists and princely presence of their instruments.” Giovanni 
Gavazzeni, Venerdì di Repubblica, 16 June 2017 

 

CD "AZIO CORGHI: TRA LA CARNE E IL CIELO. FILIGRANE BACHIANE. D'APRES 
CINQ CHANSONS D'ELITE" with Silvia Chiesa, Valentina Coladonato, Omero 
Antonutti, Philharmonic Orchestra of Turin conducted by Tito Ceccherini / Azio 
Coghi (Decca) 

“Azio Corghi makes the piano of Baglini and the cello of Silvia Chiesa equally 
sing in a game of Bachian reverberations as usual masterfully played between 



a structural rigor and an inspired lyricism." Roberta Pedrotti, Apemusicale.it, 
20 December 2017 

“Act of love [...] of the performers for this so intense piece.” Gregorio 
Moppi, Repubblica, 22 September 2016 

“[...] passion and refined determination.” Suonare News, September 2016 
 
“The executive realization has been entrusted to excellent interpreters.” 
Cesare Fertonani, Amadeus, September 2016
 
“A cello with solid sounds.” Gabriele Moroni, Musica, September 2016  
 
“[Maurizio Baglini and Silvia Chiesa] highlight the splendid writing”. Elide 
Bergamaschi, Il Cittadino di Lodi, 20 July 2016
 
“Refined, suggestive, profound.”  Carla Moreni, Il Sole 24 Ore, 03 July 2016 
 
“Maurizio Baglini and Silvia Chiesa adapt like chameleonts their executive 
technique to the contemporary temper of these pieces.” Alfredo Di Pietro, Non 
solo audiofili, 15 June 2016 

CD "RACHMANINOV: COMPLETE CELLO AND PIANO WORKS" duo with Maurizio 
Baglini / Rachmaninov (Decca) 

“The cello’s dark and amber timbre and expressive eloquence fit very well to 
the music of Rachmaninov, of which Silvia Chiesa and Maurizio Baglini convey 
the spirit and especially the introverted melancholy in a completely persuasive
way, as well as the sardonic and disturbing moods, the arabesques with 
perturbing oriental seductions and, more generally, the refinement of the 
singable melodies and of the harmonic structures that sustain them”. Cesare 
Fertonani, Amadeus, November 2016 

“Colours that the perfect understanding between the two artists expresses in 
an unusual range, with unique expressive capacity and total sharing intents. 
Never an overpowering overlap of voices, but a continuous dialogue and a 
sinuous interweaving of lines.” Luisa Sclocchis, Corriere Musicale, 29 



October 2016

“This is a precious record that testifies the artistic greatness of the Russian 
composer and of the performers. Alberto Cima, Il Settimanale, 22 
October 2016  

“In their interpretations the feeling seems to pour without artifices, a river that 
now flows underground, now overwhelms everything with a piercing 
intensity.” Luca Segalla, Archi Magazine, September 2016
 
“[...] the cello of Silvia Chiesa unwinds a very soft satin ribbon that may never 
end” Gregorio Moppi, La Repubblica, 23 June 2016 

“It is a cello sumptuous for authority, charm, magnetic narrative force, the one 
that Silvia Chiesa leads between the pages of Rachmaninov. […] A chamber 
music lesson of vibrating intensity, perfect to restore the multiform creative 
genius of a composer still misunderstood." Elide Bergamaschi, Il Cittadino, 01 
June 2016

“Two exceptional soloists”. Luigi Fertonani, Brescia Oggi, 10 May 2016
 
“...the performance of our interpreters comes out with all the lyrically 
tormented fullness, in a way that the piano of Baglini, ductile and humorous, 
wraps itself in an intense dialogue to the more discreet, sensibly shady 
eloquence of Silvia Chiesa” Gian Paolo Minardi, Classic Voice, June 2016
 
“The listening of this record draws an immediate and incisive image of the 
cello and the piano, that testifies an artistic understanding that is not limited 
to a precise reading of the written note. […] the expressive sense of the cello, 
an intense fabric in the perception of the fundamental tones in the deepest 
register, harmonically refined in the highest weaving. [...] In the fastest 
movements of the Sonata the dynamics leave you breathless, in a daring 
outburst of the cello designed with sculptural traits and a wooden roar.” Marco 
Cicogna, Audio Review, May 2016

"A duo of interpreters whom would be reductive define close-knit [...] Style will 
out, clearly ... [...] A-plus also to the recording, that highly emphasises the 
magnificent acoustics of the Auditorium and the combination of the two 
instruments, their harmonic abundance with a pleasantly rough cello and a 
crystalline piano". Alfredo Di Pietro, Non solo audiofili, May 2016



 
"The effect at the service of emotion [...] high liking messages arrive for this 
listening.”  Valentina Lo Surdo, Rai Radio 3 "Primo Movimento", 28 April 2016

 

CD "THE ITALIAN MODERNISM" / Casella, Pizzetti, Respighi (Sony Classical)

"Very significant pages worthy of being heard, that Silvia Chiesa manages to 
solve with energy and confidence, but also with a constant attention to 
nuances." Francesco Ermini Polacci, Rete Toscana Classica, 17 December 2015

“Extraordinary the interpretations of the Milanese cellist Silvia Chiesa, in which 
there are all the basic elements: sweetness, enthusiasm, anguish, 
abandonment, shock, melancholy. The outstanding soloist lavishes all her skills
of fierce technique, taste and penetrating sensitivity. One cannot but praise 
the precision, the cleanliness and the homogeneity of her sound. She is a 
soloist of remarkable passion and warmth. "Alberto Cima, Il Settimanale, 07 
November 2015

“Silvia Chiesa combines an impeccable precision with an intense and well-
controlled lyricism.” Michel Fleury, Classica, May 2015

"The warm and browned voice of her Grancino not only unfolds itself in the 
wide Respighian melody, but also gives way to the Milanese cellist to show her
virtuosic abilities, especially considering the intrepid writing of the Concerto by
Casella. Nevertheless, she finds herself perfectly at ease in the Concerto by 
Pizzetti [...] Silvia Chiesa gives us the opportunity to appreciate her, showing 
also how she deserves a leading role in the cellist repertoire". Ilaria 
Badino, Corriere Musicale, 05 March 2015

"Silvia Chiesa here is further confirmed as one of the most interesting soloists 
of the moment, demonstrating - together with the uncommon intellectual 
curiosity - to be able to face these complex scores with a vitalistic impulse, 
with such a confidence and adhesion to fully enhance the peculiarities of 
inspiration, offering an overall picture that we can definitely consider definitive
for the balance achieved between clear and sure virtuosity, rhythmic conduct 
and expressive research [...] A very precious record". Claudio Bolzan, Musica, 
February 2015 (grade ☆☆☆☆☆)



“[...] the extraordinary instrumental personality of Silvia Chiesa can be 
concertante in Casella, can lead the protagonist game with mastery and 
generosity in singing and colours in the anachronistic but absorbing Pizzetti, 
and can become insinuating in Respighi”. Angelo Foletto, Suonare News, 
February 2015

“The bravura and sensitivity of Silvia Chiesa draws cello interpretations as 
passionate as accurate in the rendering of the details of the peculiarities of the
solo writing”. Cesare Fertonani, Amadeus, February 2015

“Enthusiasm and intelligence [...], sure cleanliness [...] lively corporeality [...] 
always musical grit". Mattia L. Palma, Cultweek.com, 03 February 2015

“Silvia Chiesa follows her own ideas […] super virtuous arch and muscular left 
hand! She uses a bow as soft as a glove!". Jean-Charles Hoffelé, ArtaMag, 05 
January 2015

“Protagonist intimately understood in the reasons of the "drama" is the cellist 
Silvia Chiesa, who, thanks to her ductile instrumentality, enlightens the 
Casellian vision with equal adherence, as well as affectionately distills the 
more temperate "Adagio with variations" by Respighi, finding a beautiful 
understanding with a sensitive and intelligent conductor like Corrado Rovaris, 
at the helm of the Orchestra Nazionale della Rai". Gian Paolo Minardi, Classic 
Voice, January 2015

“The cellist Silvia Chiesa is absolutely outstanding in her incessant dialogue 
with the orchestra conducted by Corrado Rovaris”. Brescia Oggi, 16 December 
2014 

“Talented explorer of repertoires dusted with prejudices and labels [...] energy 
and refined instrumental research […]”.Nicoletta Lucatelli, D Repubblica, 13 
December 2014

 

CD "NINO ROTA: CELLO CONCERTOS NOS. 1&2" / Nino Rota (Sony Classical)

“Silvia Chiesa, passionate, sinuous, delicate”. Carla Moreni, Il Sole 24 Ore, 23 
October 2011 



“Silvia Chiesa is a cellist who knows every breath and emotional intermittency 
of her own instrument […]. Hers is a Rota extraneous to any simplification, 
problematically and in a modern way coherent with his own neoclassical 
poetics […]. An interpretation, anti-rhetorical and unconventional […] that 
illuminates with new meanings and secrets two fundamental pages of the 
twentieth-century cello literature”. Roberto Pugliese, Colonne Sonore, 03 April 
2014
  
“The key to the interpretation of this virtuosic music undoubtedly lies in the 
fact of believing in it without any prejudices, which we attribute to the merit of
Silvia Chiesa, cellist with a purposeful and full of personality playing-style”.
 Rémy Louis, Diapason, February 2012 

“Silvia Chiesa young but deservedly already at the top of a hypothetical 
international charts, who can draw from her precious cello, a Giovanni 
Grancino from 1697, the voices now warmer and more persuasive now more 
obscure and threatening with which the two concerts speak”. Giancarlo 
Cerisola, Classic Voice, October 2011

“[...] the rich leading line of the cello, that the confidence and the musical 
imagination of Silvia Chiesa enrich with precious and gallant traits, but also 
with pyrotechnic insolences, singable naif tendernesses and, when necessary,
grouchy profiles if not fleetingly dramatic”. Angelo Foletto, Suonare News, 9 
November 2011

“Silvia Chiesa bets all her cards precisely on the intimate, candid, but also 
extroverted singing, and on soft and technically flawless gestures”. Massimo 
Viazzo, Musica, November 2011

“These performances are really convincing”. Gil French, American Record 
Guide March – April 2012

“The solo part is very complex, therefore the technical qualities of Silvia Chiesa
as well as her musical abilities must be praised”. Michael Loos, 
Magazin.Klassik.com, 1 March 2012

“Sensitive and involved”. Claudio Strinati, Il Venerdì Repubblica, 14 October 2011

“The technical skills and the expressive imagination of the soloist and the 
elegance of the conductor aim in agreement at a fresh and spontaneous 



performance”. Giuseppe Rossi, Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, Discografia, 18 
October 2013

“With an incomparable alertness and a hardened technique the cellist proves 
to be able to skillfully navigate the most arduous passages of the uneasy 
writing, enhancing with enthusiastic fervor the most brilliant colours in 
moments of intense virtuosity and with refinement of sound and tenuity of 
trait the most loaded and nostalgic episodes”. Luigi Cioffi, Archi Magazine, May 
- June 2012

“Silvia Chiesa constantly plays with great tension where the register has a 
sadness that sings”. Sylviane Falcinelli, Leducation-musicale.com, December 
2011

“Silvia Chiesa amazes for the strong mastery of the instrument”. Fabrizio 
Carpine, Cdclassico, 1 November 2011

“Great lady of the music, as accessory chamber musician as imperious soloist 
[…]. Impressive”. Elide Bergamaschi, Il Cittadino, 07 December 2012

“A precious opportunity to listen to these rare and penetrating pages”. Il 
Corriere Musicale, 3 December 2011

CD SILVIA CHIESA - MAURIZIO BAGLINI "CELLO SONATAS" / 
Brahms,Schubert (Decca)

Great balance and coherent unity of intents”. Paolo Petazzi, Classic Voice, 
November 2011

“Baglini is fond of the sound of his Fazioli instrument. It sounds lush and 
unusually clear and resonant in this recording. […] Chiesa takes over to marked 
degree and shows that she has a strong musical personality and very agile 
fingers. This is a lovely performance and has a clearer direction” John David 
Moore, American Record Guide, November 2011
 
“Absolute awareness of the best chamber music tradition” […] “You have the 
distinct sensation of being not only in front of the reading by two very good 



instrumentalists, but on the precipitate of a common, profound stylistic and 
expressive reflection by a true duo" [...] "The two musicians Chiesa and Baglini 
save nothing in terms of intensity, but also of delicacy and refinement". 
Andrea Bambace, Musica, February 2012

“Excellent Italian duo, partners both in life and in musical research. 
Impressive”. Nicoletta Lucatelli, La Repubblica delle Donne, 24 March 2012

“The record in very substantial and touching, since it includes three of the 
greatest chamber music masterpieces. The understanding between Silvia 
Chiesa and Maurizio Baglini – also partners in life – is incredible and yet it must
be said that the cello of Silvia Chiesa is so extraordinary that it imposes itself 
as absolute protagonist. It’s incredible, in this sense, the variety of bow 
strokes, the very dense and "talking" cavata of the Milanese artist, who 
manages to dig up deep and breathtaking streaks within the shadowy 
Brahmsian language ". Fabrizio Carpine, Cd Classico, 13 April 2012

“A duo who is growing and gaining important successes, also thanks to that 
emotional harmony that gives the interpretations a spirit of freshness and joy”.
Renzo Allegri, Chi, 9 May 2012

“Silvia Chiesa, cellist, and Maurizio Baglini, pianist, are both colleagues and life 
companions and when they play together the understanding is special […] a 
complicity that hovers throughout this record full of wonderful music". Chiara 
Sirk, L'informazione-Il Domani, 27 November 2011


